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Impossible Finance is a buidler-focused multichain ecosystem featuring a 
decentralized incubator, launchpad, and swap. The IDIA token is the core 

governance and access token for the Impossible Finance Launchpad. Users can 
stake the IDIA token into a variety of staking tracks to secure allocation into the 

top project teams launching on the Impossible Launchpad.

The information in this document is provided for reference only and does not constitute any investment advice. Past 
performance is not a guide to future performance. You should seek independent advice before making any investment decision.

*In the event of significant oversubscription, Impossible reserves the ability to adjust the hardcap to accommodate increased user demand.

Raised US$7.8 million from over 150 investors, led by Alameda, CMS, Hashed, 
& True Ventures
Launched Impossible DAO for progressive decentralization
Set to unveil its multichain launchpad platform in H2 2021
BUIDLer-first Launchpad focused on providing “smart launches” targeting 
engaged onchain user audiences

A major goal of strategic or private fundraising is to include a wide network of 
value-add participants.

In the future, Impossible’s incubator and launchpad aims to be embedded into 
the framework of decentralized financial legos. As more product needs may 
arise while working with its incubated projects, Impossible is committed to wid-
ening the scope of products and providing fully-integrated Impossible Finance 
powered products.

Impossible will feature sector-based staking, so that users can earn allocation 
into projects that fit th eir thesis. Users simply stake IDIA into the sectors that 
they’re most excited about in order to get priority access into the upcoming 
launchpads that fit the bill. Impossible will expand from its initial v1 product to 
feature sectors that include the following:

Impossible will begin with its core products on Binance Smart Chain, and release 
versions of the product to other EVM-supported chains such as Ethereum mainnet, 
Polygon, Moonbeam, Avalanche, and more. Impossible is also actively exploring 
non-EVM chains in parallel with its EVM chain expansion.

Impossible’s open source Github consists of several repositories. The launchpad 
features two main components, a staking contract (akin to a Sushi Masterchef 
contract), and a sale contract template. 

Impossible’s launchpad has had 
audits completed by Peckshield, 
BlockSec, Beosin and multiple peer 
reviewers. Impossible conducted several 
active bug bounties with platforms 
such as Immunefi and have their own 
SAFU Insurance fund. 

Finally, Impossible is working with
multiple decentralized insurance and
tranching protocols to better provide
fully defi-native solutions to ensure
that user’s funds are safe.

With the support of its 125+ investors that participated in the round, the
Impossible team has bootstrapped its dealflow pipeline. Impossible reaches
deep into the world of defi and builders, participating in hackathons and
supporting projects from early stages.

Impossible will source deals by working closely with chain ecosystems,
starting with chains with plans or integrations for EVM support will start on
BSC, ETH, Polygon, Avalanche, Moonbeam, and Fantom. Impossible is set 
to launch its launchpad in August 2021, with the inaugural sale being the 
IDIA token.

Impossible is dedicated to filtering and selecting individuals to participate in 
the launchpad who would be a good fit as initial users to build out the ecosystem.
For example, a decentralized exchange project might want to offer tokens only to peo-
ple labeled as “heavy dex traders”, as labeled by Nansen, or an NFT artist platform only 
sells to people who have an Opensea or Rarible profile. Users can “earn their way” into 
getting into the sale, and project teams get engaged users in a “targeted launch” - a 
win-win for both.

2020 saw the rise of vampire attacks, fair launches, and liquidity bootstrapping
methods that gave projects more alternatives for launching to a community, but
lacked a bit of the meticulous precision of a curated centralized launchpad.
Impossible’s launchpad aims to fill a need in the spectrum between fully
centralized and fully decentralized, to capitalize on the engaged defi
user communities.

Initially, Impossible’s focus will be on primary sales, helping incubated proj-
ects launch from square one. However, with the proliferation of fair launches 
in 2020, many projects will need to conduct strategic sales in 2021 to further 
sustain development. In the future, Impossible’s IDIA tokenholder-led governance 
can also approve the same smart contracts to conduct secondary sales to help 
grow decentralized communities. 

Returning projects that fulfilled milestones but still need further financing could 
also participate, with priority via governance. This also allows Impossible Fi-
nance to be not just a launchpad, but an accelerator for projects at any stage, 
including even in the post-secondary market. Much has been said of late about 
post-liquidity strategic sales such as the “Phantom Troupe” of VC’s looking to 
participate in a strategic sale for Sushiswap, but what is clear is that the proj-
ect teams are in need of an open platform to bring on more strategic capital, 
even after the token is launched and liquid. 

Impossible is working closely with many web3 native projects and products, 
and is always seeking to find more decentralized products to integrate with 
and work alongside. It’s current partnerships and integrations include:

Impossible’s IF token, swap and liquidity has also been supported by the 
following, with IDIA to follow suit: 

Tokenomics
Full tokenomics for the Impossible Finance IDIA token can be found in the whitepaper

Impossible Finance is led by community members 
who are Ex-Binance & DeFi veterans that have 
experience in traditional payments, FinTech, 
consumer-facing apps, legal, and more.

The Impossible DAO Committee features Calvin 
Chu from Binance Research. Calvin was part of 
the selection, incubation and pre/post launch 
advisory process for Binance Launchpad with 
notable projects such as Polygon (Matic), Elrond, 
Axie Infinity and Harmony. 

Impossible will launch its own IDIA token as its first project. For 
this first campaign, users will need to stake IF, Impossible’s Swap 
governance token, in order to earn allocation into participating 
in the IDIA token sale.

Future integrations will also support LP tokens and other ERC20/BEP20 
standard assets for use in staking, depending on the strategic focus. 
Impossible aims to complete at least 5-10 launchpads in the 
remainder of 2021.

Subsequent sales will use the IDIA token as the core staking token for 
allocation into the Impossible Launchpad tracks.

Impossible also plans to offer 
bespoke integrations with other 
yield and lending protocols, in 
addition to its own Impossible 
Swap. This will allow for the 
seamless bridging of liquidity, 
access, and exposure for 
primary and secondary market 
products alike.

Full documentation can be 
viewed here

Public Sale Price

Total Supply

Launchpad Sale Hard Cap

STRATEGIC / 
POTENTIAL USERS

TOKEN SALE 
PLATFORM

“SELF-SERVE” 
OPTIONS

POWER OF 
THE CROWD

To ensuring that the participants in a public 
sale on its platform are also strategic or 
potential users of the protocols launching 

on Impossible.

Most launchpads and other auction 
mechanisms do not offer transparent ways 
for involved community members to receive 
meaningful allocations into projects; while it 
may not be easy, setting up ecosystems with 

sound fundamentals pays significant 
dividends as the project grows.

Defi summer saw the rise of many “self-serve” 
options for developers to launch by simply 

adding liquidity on Uniswap or Balancer LBPs, 
or performing fair launches. However, both 

front-running and difficulty of timing a 
purchase have presented a challenge for 

attracting a wide base of users.

Impossible meshes the strategic element of 
primary sales with the power of the crowd 

in secondary markets, to create an 
Impossibly-smooth fundraising experience 
that connects strategic, engaged audiences 

with projects looking to offer crowd-first 
fundraising opportunities.

Day 1 Circulating Marketcap

$0.075

1 billion IDIA

$240,000*

$3 million

STAKING
CONTRACT

SALE
CONTRACT

In which users 
accrue stakeWeight, 

which is used to 
proportionately 

distribute allocation 
to users who 

participate in the 
staking for a given 

sector track.

The relative 
stakeWeights 

that each user 
has earned are 
converted into 

maximum claimable 
public sale 
allocations 
for users.

IMPOSSIBLE’S LAUNCHPAD

MULTIPLE PEER REVIEWERS
HAS HAD AUDITS COMPLETED BY

A new method for “Smart Launches”

Plans or integrations for EVM support

Launchpad employs the concept of “useful friction”

Rise of vampire attacks

20+ core contributors in 9 countries globally
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Synaps.io

KYC and 
decentralized

identity

Cream.Finance

Multi-chain 
operational 

support

Snapshot.org

Governance

BasketDAO

Treasury & Yield

PANCAKESWAP

BEEFY.FINANCE

MULTICHAIN.XYZ

OPENSWAP.XYZ ANYSWAP BRIDGE

OPENOCEAN

CHAINSWAP

MORE COMING SOON

Liquidity & Staking

Liquidity Vaults

Multichain Asset Bridging

Dex Liquidity Aggregation Multichain Asset Bridging

Dex Liquidity Aggregation

Multichain Asset Bridging

Stay Tuned

Token Name

Token Distribution Vesting Requirements

IDIADAO

20%

20%

IF Team

15% Bounty

13% Strategic
Investors

10% Incubatees

10% Staking
Rewards

5% Reserves

2% IDO

2% SAFU

2% Gitcoin
Grants

1% DAO

Total Token Supply

Launchpad Sale Hard Cap

Public Sale Token Price

Listing Price

Token Sale Format

Sector

Supported Staking Tracks

Impossible Decentralized Incubator Access (IDIA) Token

To be governed by IDIA holders, linearly vest over 4 years.

Linearly vest over 5 years. Up to 1/4th of unvested tokens can be
used in governance.

Ecosystem bounties disbursal governed by IDIA token holders,
linearly over 4 years.

Genesis Strategic Participants Sale.

Incubated Projects (give projects access to better deploy their strategic
treasuries with potential ecosystem partners), deployed over 5 years.

IF Staking rewards earned over 5 years.

Held in reserves - nontransferable for 6 months.

Initial Impossible IDO & Liquidity Provision Bootstrapping.

Impossible IDIA Insurance Fund.

Gitcoin Grants support public goods decided by IDIA holders, 
deployed over 4 years.

Partner DAOs and user ecosystems Sales to bootstrap community.

1 billion IDIA

US$240,000*

$0.075 per token

$0.100 (TBD)

Staking Subscription

Impossible Finance Inaugural Track

IF staking only

IDIA Token Distribution & Vesting

Token Release Schedule

IDIA
Token

Markets (DEXs & AMMs) 
NFTs
User Facing Tools 
Assets (Synths)
Capital Efficiency 
Scaling
Privacy 
Infrastructure

Community13

Impossible has a global community featuring active users 
in Turkey, Russia, Vietnam, Korea, and more.

DISCORD (11.4K MEMBERS)

TWITTER (41.2K FOLLOWERS)

DISCORD

WEBSITE MEDIUM

GITHUB

TELEGRAM TR

TELEGRAM CN

TELEGRAM VN

TELEGRAM RU

TELEGRAM ESP

TELEGRAM JP

TELEGRAM COMMUNITY 
(22K MEMBERS)

TELEGRAM PRICE CHAT

TELEGRAM KR

TELEGRAM ANNOUNCEMENT 
(28.5K SUBSCRIBERS)

https://discord.com/invite/SyF3RzxQCZ

https://twitter.com/impossiblefi

Impossible.Finance

https://impossible.finance ImpossibleFinance

@impossiblefi

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceTR

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceCN

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceVN

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceRU

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceSpanish

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceJP

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinance

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinancePriceChat

https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceKorea

https://t.me/impossibleann

Disclaimers: 
Please access this link for the legal notices relating to this document, its content, and the risk factors. In particular, note 
the risks relating to any forward-looking statements as set out in this document
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Access (IDIA) Token

1 Incubator, Ideas & SC Architect
1 Head of Product
2 Full Stack: Smart Contract
3 Full Stack: Frontend & Mobile
1 PM & QA
2 UIUX & Designer 
1 Security & Testing
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Growth & BD
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Marketing,
Community,

CS

4
Operations,
Research,
Investment
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Product,
Design &
Security
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and more...

He also built out the Binance Staking initiative across 30 blockchains, an experience 
that will help the team execute a multichain launchpad.

Instead of joining a prominent venture capital fund or starting his own, Calvin 
is replicating his success at finding top-tier projects at Binance, by building in 
the open and sharing his experience, to find the best projects alongside the 
Impossible Finance community. This is aligned with Impossible’s vision of 
democratizing finance and making it more accessible to all.

*In the event of significant oversubscription, Impossible reserves the ability to adjust the hardcap to accommodate increased user demand.

Reach out anytime and follow us to stay up 
to date on the latest at Impossible!

https://medium.com/impossiblefinance/the-impossible-finance-ido-idia-token-sale-c71762418041
https://bscscan.com/token/0x0b15ddf19d47e6a86a56148fb4afffc6929bcb89
https://medium.com/impossiblefinance/the-impossible-launch-e3190c7a4e08#:~:text=Impossible%20Finance%20is%20building%20a,of%20DeFi%20liquidity%20and%20composability.&text=The%20project%20has%20been%20launched,Chu%2C%20formerly%20of%20Binance%20Research
https://docs.impossible.finance/launchpad/overview
https://immunefi.com/bounty/impossiblefinance/
https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/secure-asset-fund-for-users
https://gateway.pinata.cloud/ipfs/QmSXzevkMPU3z2nZFthEvzdzwpbXDR8Em62XqkKw8g4hTR/Impossible%20Finance%20IDIA%20Official%20Whitepaper.pdf
https://bscscan.com/token/0xb0e1fc65c1a741b4662b813eb787d369b8614af1
https://docs.impossible.finance/launchpad/overview
https://synaps.io
https://cream.finance
https://snapshot.org/#/
https://basketdao.org/BMI
https://pancakeswap.finance/voting/proposal/QmYoT7HVTh9SMXZCzJZd7nf38iciFqoBnZxe5xNFNisYC5
https://www.beefy.finance
https://multichain.xyz
https://www.openswap.xyz/#/
https://anyswap.exchange/dashboard
https://openocean.finance
https://chainswap.com
https://discord.com/invite/SyF3RzxQCZ
https://twitter.com/impossiblefi
https://discord.com/invite/SyF3RzxQCZ
https://impossible.finance
https://medium.com/impossiblefinance
https://github.com/ImpossibleFinance
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceTR
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceCN
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceVN
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceRU
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceSpanish
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceJP
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinance
https://t.me/ImpossibleFinanceKorea
https://t.me/impossibleann
https://docs.google.com/document/u/2/d/e/2PACX-1vRh1K-spBi3_VV8LjoyNka46D0E9gOj8rWuiU4-cHCqkyuTd-DPiJErFn8JrsEP-PQrSyUlQo_Nw8Ug/pub



